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Date: 21118 

“design” : how about just flowers as units 

“how  to … carry out” : each complete even bud 

theme: a complete bud  

used as the / an ingredient for something. 

“draw a graph” :  

 

“label” : your hands, perhaps your sense of smell, your eyesight,  

theme: what if you were disabled to this regard /\ | 
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close similar known with different “fingers” and could be for the disabled especially adapted with a  

something like a one-push button or its equivalent: 

cited: the sewing machine 

Instead of the last three, translated to another utilisability  

using, the first prop: [or source, citations upcoming in titles, names:] 

access -> location 

announcement -> the postcard 

what will happen there -> details of event.  

of source, texts: 

p.96 from (2) from “Head First’’ “Physics” (Heather Lang, Ph.D.) 

(1) postcard of “Wafu School of Ikebana” 

 

Part Two. I can’t get here for appointments, anymore.  

Wednesday/11:15 AM, 9.27, 1885 Bay Rd., [Ravenswood Clinic] 

Try: [cited: googlemaps or something I think] 

Menlo Park Library-> Ravenswood Clinic. 
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(1) Head s.e. on Alma St -> Burgess Dr. 

(2) Slight left to stay on Alma St. 

(3) Left onto Willow Road 

(4) Slight right to stay on Willow Road 

(5) Same as [4] 

(6) Continue straight to stay on Willow Road 

(7) Right forward Saratoga Ave. 

(8) Turn Right onto Saratoga Ave. 

(9) Left onto Bay Road. 

 

Part three. 

Significance markers: 

[message to “postmaster” 

With another location] 

[“free admission” but with suggested “donation” amt.]  implies not fee, r.  

personal connections 

[art, artists] 

[location familiarity and past regularity to location sphere] 

[incident history of being denied public service at this though location and such like locations] 

[can’t miss those days of my work schedule] 

 

On/of the front of postcard upside down:  

Like some recent made/post-ed art, and a past posting; connected to: this is the basic where you might 

be, is where is the vase  

A tunnel up to this spread of flowers, 

Stars in mass sky and-or it is constants, … 

How long they  

Will stay like 

That without plummeting 
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To their it is here dried 

Breakage and or being 

Trashed on the level of 

Where you are 

Habitually/ you? Might 

A temporary incomplete 

Fix be to dried breaking [take] 

flowers from the/a  plane/planes as in flying variety if even beneath stars still at least at sky; [and to do 

what with them at that level? Deliver, dump out, freeze or some: form ?] 

In any case: think vases as pregnancies perhaps your womb/ i.e. such it, is like the sky, stars, constants; 

a longer pregnancy? 

the longer the baby[ies] stays[y-] star-like?  

 

 

 

 

 


